Bearth & Deplazes
Andrea Deplazes, Valentin Bearth, Daniel Ladner az ETH-n rendezett Amurs c. kiállításon
The Bündner office of Bearth & Deplazes Architekten was founded in 1988 and sets key accents in contemporary Swiss architecture. The partners Valentin Bearth, Andrea Deplazes und Daniel Ladner have developed an independent oeuvre within the charged field of typological studies and traditional as well as contemporary building practices in Graubünden.
Exhibition „Amurs”

• The office’s characteristic architectural language is shown most recently in the new headquarters for the insurance firm ÖKK in Landquart, with its white, exposed concrete façade opening in large arches, or in the impressive roof construction of the court room of the Federal Criminal Court in Bellinzona: And also in the Monte Rosa Hut in Zermatt, a joint-project of ETH Zurich’s Department of Architecture and Bearth & Deplazes Architekten.

• Also included in the architects’ portfolio are numerous residential structures and a series of school buildings in Graubünden.

• The exhibition at the ETH Zurich presents eighteen selected structures in large-format photos by Ralph Feiner and Tonatiuh Ambrosetti.

• The title, which translates as “loves” — refers to the very individual character of each of the buildings, which documented in their “state of use,” within the context of constant change over time, always also thematize the transformation of their environments.
Accompanying the exhibition will be a publication likewise title Amurs, which contains the portraits of the eighteen structures.
Előadás a Bauen – Bauten sorozatban (2011)


- Bevezetés: Marc Angelil

- Deplazes saját és az iroda építészet-felfogásáról, a svájci építészetetről (kb. 15 perc)

- Gantenbein borászat, téglarakó robotok, előregyártott elemek beemelése (Bearth, 34-37)

- ÖKK új székháza Landquartban (Deplazes)
• Interjú a Dialog Architektur kötetben